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What Is a Gun Show, Exactly?
Gun shows are defined in the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations as “function[s] sponsored by any national, State,
or local organization, devoted to the collection, competitive use,
or other sporting use of firearms, or an organization or association
that sponsors functions devoted to the collection, competitive use,
or other sporting use of firearms in the community.”1
This narrow definition excludes other marketplace events
where firearms may be readily available, such as swap meets and
flea markets, since they would likely not be sponsored by an organization of the types described and since a broad range of products are for sale. It also excludes the virtual market places created
by newspaper classified ads and the Internet. California relies on
the federal definition. But other states have enacted more specific
definitions as they acted to regulate gun shows themselves or gun
sales at gun shows but not elsewhere (Table 2-1).

In the parking lot of a gun show in
Pharr, Texas.
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Table 2-1. State definitions of gun shows
State

Definition

California

[A]s defined in Section 448.100 of Title 27 of the Code of Federal Regulations. [Penal Code
Sec 12071]

Colorado

[T]he entire premises provided for an event or function, including but not limited to parking
areas for the event or function, that is sponsored to facilitate, in whole or in part, the purchase,
sale, offer for sale, or collection of firearms at which:
(a) twenty-five or more firearms are offered or exhibited for sale, transfer, or exchange;
or
(b) not less than three gun show vendors exhibit, sell, offer for sale, transfer, or
exchange firearms. [Revised statutes 12-26.1-106]

Connecticut

[A]ny event (A) at which fifty or more firearms are offered or exhibited for sale, transfer or
exchange to the public and (B) at which two or more persons are exhibiting one or more
firearms for sale, transfer or exchange to the public.
[General Statutes Sec 29-37g]

Illinois

[A]n event or function: (1) at which the sale and transfer of firearms is the regular and normal
course of business and where 50 or more firearms are displayed, offered, or exhibited for sale,
transfer, or exchange; or (2) at which not less than 10 gun show vendors display, offer, or
exhibit for sale, sell, transfer, or exchange firearms. [Compiled Statutes Ch 430 Sec 65/1.1]

Maryland

[A]ny organized gathering open to the public at which any firearm is displayed. [Public Safety
Code Sec 5-130(a)]

New York

[A]n event sponsored, whether for profit or not, by an individual, national, state or local
organization, association or other entity devoted to the collection, competitive use, sporting
use, or any other legal use of firearms, rifles or shotguns, or an event at which (a) twenty
percent or more of the total number of exhibitors are firearm exhibitors or (b) ten or more
firearm exhibitors are participating or (c) a total of twenty-five or more pistols or revolvers are
offered for sale or transfer or (d) a total of fifty or more firearms, rifles or shotguns are offered
for sale or transfer. [General Business Law Sec 895]

Oregon

[A]n event at which more than 25 firearms are on site and available for transfer.
[Revised Statutes Sec 166.432]

Virginia

[A]ny gathering or exhibition, open to the public, not occurring on the permanent premises of
a dealer in firearms, conducted principally for the purposes of exchanging, selling or trading
firearms. [Code Sec 54.1-4200]

Prepared with assistance from Regulating guns in America. San Francisco, CA: Legal Community Against Violence; 2008.
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How Many Are There?
At the high end, the president of the National Association
of Arms Shows estimates that there might be 5,200 shows a
year, but this appears to be based only on his “professional
judgment”2 that there are perhaps 100 shows each weekend.
Based on a count of listings in the Gun Show Calendar, ATF
estimated that there were 4,442 events in 1998. 3 By the middle
of this decade, and apparently relying on that same source, ATF
estimated that the number had dropped to about 2,000. 2
There are two competing published registries of gun
shows, the Gun • Knife Show Calendar (published four times a
year) and The Big Show Journal (published every other month).
Shows are listed beginning several months in advance. Both
sources include listings only for shows that are brought to their
attention by promoters, and neither is complete. While it is
obviously to a promoter‟s advantage to have his show listed, it
may be that there are events that appear in neither registry.
For this study, we combined listings from both sources
for 2007. On that basis, we estimate that there were 2,377 gun
shows in the United States that year. This estimate is limited to
events devoted primarily to guns. Data for individual states are
presented in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2. Gun shows in 2007, by state

Compiled from listings in the Gun • Knife Show Calendar
and The Big Show Journal for 2007. No listings were
identified for Alaska or Rhode Island.
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State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total

Count
37
59
36
92
44
11
1
142
63
2
18
75
85
38
21
36
50
4
26
12
98
47
30
65
44
11
32
7
9
15
54
82
5
120
47
50
126
29
15
61
245
7
10
83
56
42
104
31
2,377

Percentage
1.6
2.5
1.5
3.9
1.9
0.5
0.0
6.0
2.7
0.1
0.8
3.2
3.6
1.6
0.9
1.5
2.1
0.2
1.1
0.5
4.1
2.0
1.3
2.7
1.9
0.5
1.3
0.3
0.4
0.6
2.3
3.4
0.2
5.0
2.0
2.1
5.3
1.2
0.6
2.6
10.3
0.3
0.4
3.5
2.4
1.8
4.4
1.3
100.0
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Structure and Function
There are two main types of gun shows. The most
common are general-purpose events: open to the public, usually
organized by promoters whose primary business is running gun
shows, and having a wide variety of new and used firearms
available. These are the subject of this report. Other shows are
largely or strictly for collectors. These events may be open
only to members of a club, and the firearms on display may be
antiques. Some general-purpose shows have areas where most
of the gun sellers are collectors of antique guns.
In all cases, guns are not the only merchandise available.
It is probably the case that most vendors, except perhaps at
collectors‟ shows, are selling something else. These offerings
range from the clearly gun-related (parts, ammunition, repair
manuals) to merchandise that might be found at any other
marketplace event (jewelry, glassware, food).
Gun shows are held on weekends, sometimes including
Fridays. Licensed retailers and unlicensed vendors rent table
space, generally at $40-$80 per table. Attendees generally pay
between $5 and $12 to enter. While all shows allow free sameday returns, some require a separate admission fee for each day
of the show. More commonly, a single admission fee allows
entry for the entire event, or a weekend pass is available at a
discounted rate.
The shows are most often held at publicly-owned facilities
such as fairgrounds and convention centers; some are held at
private halls and hotels (the latter is particularly common for
collectors‟ shows). In one multistate study of large generalpurpose gun shows in or near large cities, 23 of 28 events were
held in public places.5
They can vary greatly in size. The most common way of
measuring this is by the number of tables advertised in advance
as available for rental, which can range from fewer than 100 to
2,000 or more. The largest shows are the big-box retailers of gun
commerce; they can have several hundred gun sellers who have
rented table space and can draw 15,000 attendees over the course
of a weekend.2 As a practical matter, the smallest shows might
have fewer than ten licensed retailers or unlicensed vendors selling guns from tables and no more than 50 attendees at any one
time. Table 2-3 contains more detail. It is based on data collected from shows in major cities in California, where gun shows

The shows are so crowded we
can’t get people in.
—Florida gun show promoter
Victor Bean.4
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and gun commerce are regulated, and four states—Arizona,
Nevada, Texas, and Florida—that do not regulate gun shows or
gun commerce and are important sources of guns used in crime
in California and elsewhere.5
Table 2-3. Size of gun shows in California and four comparison
states (Arizona, Nevada, Texas, Florida), based on a sample of
28 shows studied in 2005-2006
California (n=9)

Group*

Median
†

Vendors of any type

Range

Other states (n=19)
Median

Range

207

71 - 383

253

40 - 843

Gun sellers

33

18 - 59

52

16 - 273

Attendees

605

150 - 1,172

955

38 - 3,981

‡

* The numbers for vendors of any type and for attendees are estimates; the
numbers for gun sellers are counts. For attendees, the estimate is of the
number of persons on site at the time the data were collected. See the original
publication for further detail.5
† Includes all vendors who have rented table space.
‡ Includes licensed retailers and unlicensed vendors who have rented table
space.
From: Wintemute GJ. Gun shows across a multistate American gun market:
observational evidence of the effects of regulatory policies. Injury Prevention.
2007;13:150-156.

We’re right here, in the same
place, at every show.
—An unlicensed vendor in
Indianapolis, Indiana, to a
customer, both of them laughing.
The irony that amused them lay in
the fact that seconds earlier, when
the customer had asked if there
would be paperwork, he had
responded, “Oh, no. We’re private
collectors.” He had more than 50
handguns on display and an array
of flashing lights to mark his
location.
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Gun shows are recurrent events. A promoter will organize
a show at the same facility at regular intervals—monthly, for
Austin and San Antonio, Texas, but more commonly every three
to four months. The schedule is published well in advance.
Those who rent table space are able to reserve the same location
within the show over and over, so that repeat customers can find
them easily. One unlicensed vendor in Indianapolis with more
than 50 new and recently-manufactured handguns on display and
an array of flashing lights to mark his location laughed aloud
about this as he told a prospective buyer that “we‟re right here, in
the same place, at every show.” The irony that amused them both
lay in the fact that seconds earlier, when the customer had asked
if there would be paperwork, he had responded, “Oh, no. We‟re
private collectors.”
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The Gun Show Industry
Promoters
Promoters are the hub of the gun show industry. Some are
primarily commercial enterprises that do little, if anything, other
than organize gun shows. The most active of these put on dozens
of shows each year across entire regions of the country. Other
prominent organizations hold large numbers of shows across a
smaller geographic area. Examples are in Table 2-4.
Still others organize relatively few shows that are among
the largest in the country. One good example is World Class Gun
Shows of Oklahoma City, organizer of the Indy 1500 Gun and
Knife Show (named for the number of tables available), held five
times during 2007 in Indianapolis. Some of these few-but-largeshow promoters are collectors‟ organizations. Examples include
the Dallas Arms Collectors Association, with five 1800-table
shows a year, and the Houston Gun Collectors Association, with
three 1500-table shows.
Perhaps the single most prominent commercial promoter,
though not the largest, is Utah-based Crossroads of the West Gun
Shows, with nearly 50 shows in 2009 in five Western states.
According to a press report, Crossroads sold nearly 500,000
tickets to its shows in 2006.6 Founder and owner Bob Templeton
is also the president of the National Association of Arms Shows,
the industry‟s trade group. It is a family enterprise; Templeton
started Crossroads with his wife Lynn,6 and at a Utah show in
2007 his daughter, Tracy Olcott, was at work processing
Colorado‟s required background checks for gun purchasers. 7
Members of the Bean family operate four related
promotion companies with shows across the South:
Great Southern Gun and Knife Shows, active in
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, run by Ernie
and Helen Bean;
Southern Classic Gun and Knife Shows and its sister
firm Florida Gun Shows, both active principally in
Florida and run by Ernie and Helen‟s son Victor;
High Caliber Gun and Knife Shows, active in Texas,
run by Victor‟s brother Todd;
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Classic Arms Productions, active in Texas,
Mississippi, and Louisiana, run by Victor and Todd‟s
sister Sondra Bean-Hewett.

TRADING RULES
No trading near entrance
No trading in parking lot
Buyer/seller proper ID required
No out of state sales
Must be 21 to buy handguns
Must be 18 to buy long guns
No illegal transactions
No trafficking
No displaying on floor
No blocking the exhibitors table
—Sign just inside the entrance
to a gun show, Dayton, Ohio.
The rules notwithstanding, many
private party sales occurred with
no identification check.
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According to their web sites, the companies collectively sponsor
over 100 shows a year.
A recent article4 on Victor Bean‟s operations summarizes
the business of operating a gun show:
Bean and one full-time employee rent the venue.
A team of temps helps set up the tables, and Bean
hires 24-hour security. The business has given him
some clout: His e-mail list tops more than 100,000
names, making him and his shows a sought-after stop
for politicians.
Bean knows the business inside-out. His target
demographic is 25- to 54-year-old males. TV ads pull
best but cost the most. Newspaper ads pull the best
per dollar. Insurance has risen to $41,000 a year from
$6,000 a decade ago.
Orlando is Bean‟s largest show, which he runs
under the Florida Gun Show name. That show
features 600 vendor tables; an average of 6,000
potential customers pay to attend. At $9 a ticket for
visitors and $85 a table from vendors, Orlando brings
in about $100,000—against Bean‟s average expense
of $60,000 to $70,000 per show.
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Table 2-4. Gun show promoters organizing 20 or more events in 2007

Promoter

Shows in 2007

Headquarters in
2009

States

Estimated
Number

RK Shows

Manchester, IA

C & E Gun Shows

Blacksburg, VA

AR, AZ, GA, IA, KS,
KY, MO, NE, NY,
OK, TN, TX
IN, NC, SC, VA

Collectors West—Rose City Gun Collectors

Portland, OR

OR, WA

47

Sports Shows Promotions

Mason, MI

MI

44

Crossroads of the West Gun Shows

Kaysville, UT

AZ, CA, CO, NV, UT

42

Appalachian Promotions

Carlisle, PA

MD, PA

41

Saxet Gun Shows

Corpus Christi, TX

TX

37

Eastman Gun Shows

Fitzgerald, GA

GA

35

G & S Promotions

Red Oak, OK

AR, AZ, FL, OK, TX

35

Goodman’s Gun and Knife Shows

Mt Washington, KY

OH, TN

35

Bob & Rocco Shows

Janesville, WI

WI

34

Showmasters Gun Shows

Blacksburg, VA

IN, NC, VA, WV

35

Sports Connection

Park City, MT

ID, MT, WA, WY

33

Wasatch Gun Shows

Salt Lake City, UT

CO, WY

33

Southern Classic Gun and Knife Shows

Orlando, FL

FL

30

Tri-State Gun & Knife Collectors

Seymour, IN

IN, KY, OH, MS

29

Old Dominion Shows

Woodlawn, VA

VA, WV

28

Suncoast Gun Shows

Twinsburg, OH

FL

28

Central Indiana Gun Shows

Centerville, IN

IN, KY

27

S & D Show Promotions

Merritt, NC

NC

27

High Caliber Gun & Knife Shows

Alvin, TX

TX

26

Sport Show Specialists

Melbourne, FL

FL

25

Gibraltar Trade Center

Taylor, MI

MI

24

Classic Arms Productions

Mandeville, LA

LA, MS, TX

23

Niagara Frontier Gun Collectors

Frewsburg, NY

NY, OH, PA

23

Silver Spur Trade Shows

Ralls, TX

NM, TX

23

Land of the Sky Gun Shows

Monroe, GA

GA, NC, SC, TN

22

Ohio Shows

Vienna, OH

OH

22

Washington Arms Collectors

Renton, WA

WA

22

Crocodile Productions

Blaine, MN

MN

20

Wild Weasel Productions

Fredericksburg, TX

TX

20

132
49
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Licensed Retailers

Large [licensed retailers] can sell
500 to 600 guns a show.
—Florida gun show promoter Bill
Page.4

I fight it all the time. At every gun
show, people walk up and ask,
“Are you a dealer?” [If you are,]
they won’t deal with you. [If not,]
there are no receipts, no anything.
Just the money changes hands.
It’s kind of frustrating…you lose
out. No one wants to deal with the
[Florida background check] charge.
No one wants to deal with the
paperwork. No one wants to wait.
—Licensed retailer Harry Eberg,
Tampa, Florida.10
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Large licensed retailers anchor gun shows the way department stores anchor shopping malls. These “gun stores in a truck”
can have more than 1,000 new and used guns of all types on display. They have table space set aside for completing Firearms
Transaction Records and processing background checks, sometimes with space for ten or more purchasers at once. They stay
competitive through the breadth and depth of their inventory and
their ability to keep prices low by increasing sales volume.
But even the biggest shows cannot accommodate many of
these large-scale operations. Licensed retailers with 100 or fewer
guns on display are much more common. Some of these specialize—in machine guns or assault weapons, for example—but most
simply offer a selection that is wider than it is deep.
As discussed in Chapter 1, ATF estimates that 50% to
75% of gun sellers who rent table space are licensed retailers. 3
Only about 30% are recognizable as such by an observer at a gun
show, however.5 The difference in these estimates highlights a
problematic aspect of gun selling at these events.
Licensed retailers are required to post a copy of their
licenses8 and other signs relating to federal laws on gun selling.
For the anchor retailers, compliance is a matter of no consequence; their status as a license-holder is obvious to all. But for
small retailers who are competing more directly against unlicensed vendors, posting their licenses puts them at a competitive
disadvantage. Even the most law-abiding of prospective gun
purchasers may choose to buy from an unlicensed vendor, rather
than a licensee, simply for the sake of convenience—no paperwork, no waiting for a background check. For those who are
intent on purchasing a gun without documentation, whether
because their purchase is for a criminal purpose or for some other
reason, the licensed retailer is not an option.
As a result, in the words of an ATF area supervisor in the
1990s, “[t]he biggest problem we‟ve seen is that many dealers
don‟t post their licenses. It‟s hard to tell who‟s a dealer and
who‟s not.”9 Instead, they keep the license and forms hidden
nearby, often under the display table, for use when needed.
In 1993, investigative reporter David Olinger recounted
this conversation at a Tampa gun show with licensed retailer
Harry Eberg:
“I fight it all the time. At every gun show, people walk up
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and ask, „Are you a dealer?‟” Eberg said. If you are, “they won‟t
deal with you,” he said, and if not, “there are no receipts, no anything. Just the money changes hands. It‟s kind of frustrating…
you lose out. No one wants to deal with the [Florida background
check] charge. No one wants to deal with the paperwork. No one
wants to wait.”10
It is not uncommon to observe a potential buyer negotiate
the purchase of a gun, only to break off and walk away on learning that the seller is a licensed retailer.
Collectors
Legitimate collectors are a special case. At least a few are
present at general-purpose gun shows, and other shows are organized primarily for them. As they are not problematic from the
point of view of this report, they will be discussed only briefly.
Collectors typically buy and sell weapons that are classified by ATF as curios and relics. By definition, these firearms
“were manufactured at least 50 years prior to the current date,”
or “are certified by the curator of a municipal, State, or Federal
museum which exhibits firearms to be curios or relics of museum
interest,” or “derive a substantial part of their monetary value
from the fact that they are novel, rare, bizarre, or because of their
association with some historical figure, period, or event.”11
A collector may be licensed, but is not required to be. The
license serves principally to allow him to buy curios and relics
from sellers in other states in order to improve his collection.
With respect to any other firearms, a licensed collector‟s status
is the same as that of any other unlicensed person. To engage in
the business of buying and selling guns, even curios and relics,
he must become a licensed retailer.
Unlicensed Vendors
Unlicensed persons who rent table space and sell guns

from a fixed location account for a large proportion of persons
involved in the gun show industry, even though they are not
“engaged in the business.” They were discussed more fully in
Chapter 1 and will be again in Chapter 3. They are not collectors
exhibiting curios and relics. They deal in modern firearms of all
types, often sold new and in their original packaging (“new in the
box” is the term of art), and frequently have dozens of guns on
display.

A police officer in Tampa,
Florida, returns to his
vehicle with an SKS rifle and
other items he has apparently
just purchased while a line of
some 200 people waits to enter.
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Sellers of Merchandise Other Than Guns
Some of these vendors, particularly those selling ammunition and gun parts, are large-scale, regional operations with displays at gun shows in several cities on the same weekend. Further detail on other products routinely available at gun shows is in
Chapter 4.
A Traveling Circus
Even major promoters may not have more than one event
taking place on any given weekend. One reason for this is that
promoters maintain relationships with a core group of vendors,
some selling guns and some selling other merchandise, who travel
as the schedule dictates from city to city and state to state. In the
West, for example, many of the same vendors can be seen at
Crossroads of the West gun shows from San Francisco to Tucson;
promoter Bob Templeton refers to this group as his “dedicated
cluster of dealers.”6 In other cases, vendors may migrate
independently. One seller of body armor who followed the
Crossroads circuit was observed as far east as Dallas, Texas.
The National Association of Arms Shows
The industry‟s advocacy organization was formed in the
late 1990s. Its web site (http://www.naasgunshows.com) defines
gun shows quaintly as “the only venues in America where good
citizens associate, and, by pursuing gun collecting, preserve
American history.”
Bob Templeton, who heads Crossroads of the West Gun
Shows, presides over NAAS. In his most recent president‟s
message, Templeton describes gun shows quite differently as
“much more than a place for law-abiding citizens to buy, sell and
trade their guns. They are the „town meeting‟ of those of us who
believe in the Constitution.”12 Following his own lead, he frames
the future of gun shows in First Amendment terms: “[O]ur enemies…want to eliminate the place where their opponents meet
and exchange ideas.”12
NAAS is in part a political organization (but also provides
a liability insurance program). Its statement of purpose includes
its commitment “to the proposition that by setting high standards
for its members NAAS can be successful in influencing gun show
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legislation at both the State and Federal levels of government and
thereby create a safer environment for the general public, show
participants and members of NAAS.”
INTRODUCTION TO THE PHOTOGRAPHS
Gun shows are held at large public venues because many
people attend; expect a crowd in all cases and a line of 100 or
more waiting to enter at some shows (page 70). Some of those
coming and going will be armed. Any gun coming into the show
is inspected to be sure it is not loaded and is tagged, often with a
plastic band passed through its operating mechanism, to show that
this has been done (page 71). Tagging is done most often by
show staff or private security personnel, but occasionally by law
enforcement officers. (Officers within the show itself seem to
attending primarily as customers.)
The core of the show is a space in which display tables
have been arranged in double rows, separated by aisles down
which attendees walk slowly while browsing the displays (page
72). This space may be spread across several exhibit halls at
larger shows, and at particularly well-attended events the press
of people may bring all progress to a halt. Large licensed retailers
are the dominant presence, but most of the display space is taken
up by smaller licensed retailers, unlicensed gun vendors, and
sellers of other products.
Attendees who have brought guns to sell may be found
anywhere within the show, but the space just inside the entrance
to the event is commonly recognized as the central marketplace
for these transactions (page 73). At large shows there may be
dozens of people with guns for sale in this area, and multiple
sales negotiations can be observed at any one time.
Inside the main show, larger licensed retailers can be spotted from a distance by their display signs; many prominently display their licenses, other information required by ATF, and further cautions against illegal activity (pages 74-75). Buying a gun
from licensed retailers means filling out a complicated two-page
form (page 76), reviewing it with a salesperson, and waiting while
a background check is completed. The last step usually takes just
a few minutes, but the entire process takes much longer. Larger
retailers have dedicated work areas set aside for this (page 77).
Transactions are often for cash, whether the purchase is
from a licensed retailer or not. ATM machines are available at

Please note that I hold a current
federal firearms license and have a
licensed firearms business here in
Nevada. Therefore I must
Observe all state and federal
laws regarding the sale of firearms
and ammunition;
Sell firearms only to Nevada
residents of legal age or other FFL
holders from any state with a
signed purchase copy;
Execute a form 4473 for each
firearm purchased here today by a
private party;
Conduct a formal NICS background check through the Nevada
Department of Public Safety, $25
fee, Pass or Fail for all non-FFL
holders and non-CCW holders;
Charge you Nevada sales tax
on all purchases.
—Sign posted by a licensed
retailer, Reno, Nevada.
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Ordinarily I can take credit cards,
but it’s broken.
—An unlicensed vendor in Tucson,
Arizona, about his credit card
“swiper.” He is explaining why a
customer will be buying a gun for
cash.

larger shows and are heavily used (page 77, Photo 10).
Smaller licensed retailers (page 78) may not be identifiable as such until a transaction occurs. Displaying their license is
required but deters potential customers; many retailers do not
obey the requirement. (Along one row of seven licensed retailers
at a show in Tucson, only one had his license on display.) Collectors of curios and relics (page 79) often specialize in a particular weapon, a particular manufacturer, or weapons from a particular period in history.
Six large licensed retailers were chosen to represent the
spectrum this class of gun sellers occupies. Shoot Straight Sports
(pages 80-81), which sells at gun shows and has several gun
stores in Florida, was the largest retailer encountered in this study
and, with estimated sales of 50,000-70,000 guns a year, is reportedly the highest volume gun retailer in the country. 4 Shoot
Straight‟s owner, Khaled Akkawi, is a hands-on supervisor who
covers his territory at gun shows by Segway transporter.
AK-47 Man (pages 82-83), located in Colorado, specializes in assault weapons and offers volume discounts. JG Sales
(pages 84-85) sells inexpensive and largely imported rifles,
mostly assault-type weapons, in Arizona and also sells bulk
ammunition. Joeken Firearms (pages 86-87), also of Arizona, is
both a manufacturer and retailer and specializes in Americanmade AK rifles and pistols and MAC-type pistols. One-Eyed
Jack (page 88) sells mostly machine guns and other weapons
regulated by the National Firearms Act; he also sells .50 BMG
rifles (more on these in Chapter 4). Finally, an unnamed licensed
retailer in Milwaukee (page 89) sells an array of guns, including
two machine pistols with silencers offered together as a “FULL
AUTO QUIET PARTY PACK,” along with humorous not-quiteneo-Nazi merchandise.
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Guns brought into a show by attendees are marked to distinguish
them from guns put on display by sellers. This man in Richmond,
Virginia, carries a pistol tagged with an orange band; the AK and
Kel-Tec pistols in front of him are marked with clear bands.
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Going to a Gun Show
Gun shows are typically held in large public facilities such as the Arizona State Fairgrounds (1),
the Cow Palace (2), the Reno-Sparks Convention Center (3), the Florida State Fairgrounds (4),
and the Atlanta Expo Center (5). There may be a long line of people waiting to buy tickets (4,5),
but it is sometimes possible to enter immediately (6-8). (This man is bringing at least four guns
to the show.) Attendees are expected to declare their guns (9,10), which are checked to verify
they are unloaded and are temporarily disabled, typically by passing a plastic band through the
firing mechanism (11,12). The attendee may then proceed (13). The photographs were taken
in Phoenix, AZ (1); San Francisco, CA (2); Reno, NV (3); Tampa, FL (4); Atlanta, GA (5,11,12);
Houston, TX (6-8,10,13); and San Diego, CA (9).
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Attendee

Licensed firearm retailer

Armed attendee

Unlicensed vendor
Other

Inside the Show: An Overview
Where direct private party sales are permitted, the area just inside the entrance to the show is
a marketplace where buyers and sellers congregate. Most of the show is occupied by vendors
who have rented table space; these may be licensed firearm retailers, unlicensed vendors, or
sellers of other merchandise. Individual attendees, some of whom have also brought guns to
sell, walk the aisles. Gun sales can occur both between sellers who have rented table space
and attendees and between attendees directly, anywhere in the show. The smallest shows are
not much larger than that depicted in the Figure, with perhaps 100 tables available for rent and
just a few retailers and others selling guns. At the largest, hundreds of licensed retailers and
others rent table space to sell guns, and thousands of attendees are present at any one time.
Many of those selling guns rent just one or two tables, but the largest licensed retailers occupy
much more space and may have hundreds of guns on display.
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The Marketplace
The marketplace may be an open area outdoors or just inside the entrance to a building.
Sellers may form a line (1,2), making the process more efficient. In Photo 3, three men who
have brought guns to sell compare their guns, while another seller walks by. The seller at the
center of Photo 4 shows a shotgun to a prospective buyer; he also has a rifle to sell. A third
party looks on from the left, while another transaction proceeds behind them. A sale is being
finalized in Photo 5; the seller, at right, is accepting cash from the buyer in exchange for the
revolver in the buyer’s left hand. In Photo 6, the seller (seated) has two vintage rifles for sale.
In Photo 7, the seller (blue T-shirt) shows two handguns to a prospective buyer. The seller in
Photo 8 (T-shirt, at right) shows an SKS rifle and two handguns to three prospective buyers.
The photographs were taken in Phoenix, AZ (1-3); Tampa, FL (4,7); San Antonio, TX (5);
Jacksonville, FL (6); and Akron, OH (8).
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Large Licensed Retailers
Large licensed retailers may display hundreds of guns; they play a role analogous to that of
anchor stores at shopping malls. They often display large banners, visible from throughout
the show, marking their location and offerings. Some retailers hang copies of their federal
firearms license and other materials, such as "Don't Lie for the Other Guy" posters, that
suggest their lack of willingness to participate in illicit commerce. One example of this is
Texas retailer KK Sales (1). Of the small signs hanging from the banner frame, the one at
the left reads, "WE ARE A FEDERALLY LICENSED DEALER. PLEASE DO NOT ASK US
TO SELL FIREARMS WITHOUT PAPERWORK! THANK YOU.” The sign next to it warns
against making a straw purchase: “IF YOU ARE BUYING A FIREARM FOR ANYONE OTHER
THAN YOURSELF, EXCEPT AS A GIFT, YOU ARE BREAKING THE LAW. THIS IS A
FELONY PUNISHABLE BY 10 YEARS IN PRISON AND UP TO A $250,000 FINE. THANK
YOU.”
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Buying a Gun from a Licensed Retailer
Whether at a gun show or elsewhere, those who buy guns from licensed retailers must
complete a Firearms Transaction Record (1,2). (Reproduced only in part.) On the form, they
must certify that they are buying the gun(s) for themselves and that they do not meet any of
11 criteria that would prohibit them from owning firearms. The form tells them that making a
false certification or providing false identification is a felony.
Photos 3-9 show examples of purchases in process. In Photo 8, the salesperson is calling
the National Instant Criminal Background Check service, known as NICS, to obtain approval.
Many purchases are made by cash; some retailers offer cash discounts. ATM machines are
placed throughout larger shows and are heavily used (10). The photographs were taken in
Houston, TX (3); Denver, CO (4,5); Jacksonville, FL (6); Dallas, TX (7); Dayton, OH (8); and
Phoenix, AZ (9,10).
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Small Licensed Retailers
This licensed retailer (1-3) sells at shows in Arizona and Nevada. He displays a copy of his
license and Firearms Transaction Records.
Like many licensed retailers, however, this man (4) does not display a copy of his license, and
his Firearms Transaction Records are concealed under the table to be produced only when
needed. The photographs were taken in Tucson, AZ (1,2); Phoenix, AZ (3); and Jackson, MS
(4).
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Collectors: Curios, Relics, and Antiques
This man (1) sells World War II firearms in Colorado. Signs indicate that his guns are classed
as curios and relics “and may be vended via private parties without either federal/state/local
background form or related check.” This Georgia collector (2) specializes in Lugers; another,
named The Broom Closet, sells Mauser broomhandle pistols (3). Inventories may be large
(4). Some specialize in 19th-century designs (5-7). The photographs were taken in Denver,
CO (1); Atlanta, GA (2,5,6); Dayton, OH (3); Jacksonville, FL (4); and San Diego, CA (7).
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Shoot Straight Sports
This licensed retailer in Florida sells all types of firearms and can occupy dozens of display
tables. At one show it had more than 1,350 guns on display, with others in boxes beneath
them. Its workstation for completing customer purchases that day had spaces for 17 customers, and most were filled throughout the day. The photos show Shoot Straight filling an entire
room at one large show, with a display of inexpensive Cobra handguns in the foreground (1);
a row of AR rifles (2); two Desert Eagle pistols (3); the workstation for completing customer
purchases (4); a display of inexpensive Hi-Point handguns (5); and a large display of Glocks
and other conventional handguns (6). The owner travels on a Segway transporter (6). The
photographs were taken in Orlando, FL (1-3,5), and Tampa, FL (4,6).
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AK-47 Man
This licensed retailer in Colorado specializes in AK, AR, SKS, and other assault rifles (1,2,4-7).
(Conventional rifles can also be seen in Photos 1 and 7.) The banners in Photos 1 and 2 are
attached to a trailer that is outfitted as a mobile showroom for handguns (3). Under the name
Boonesboro Enterprises, this retailer operates a buyers’ club. At the time of Photos 8 and 9,
the membership fee is $99.99. Members can buy SKS rifles for $129.99, a $20 discount.
Crates of SKS rifles are on display (8); in Photo 9, a man in cowboy attire examines one.
Membership appears to make economic sense only for persons buying at least five rifles.
The photographs were taken in Denver, CO.
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JG Sales
JG Sales of Prescott, AZ, sells sometimes very inexpensive firearms, occasionally with
volume discounts, and often draws a crowd. In Photos 1-5, two salespeople process
transactions simultaneously while other customers wait, some with money at the ready.
A young customer examines an AK rifle (6). A large inventory is stored in boxes just behind
the salespeople (7). JG also stocks ammunition in bulk (8). In Photos 9-13, two men load
and leave with a large ammunition purchase. The photographs were taken in Phoenix, AZ.
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Joeken Firearms
Joeken Firearms (JKF) is a specialty assembler-manufacturer of AK rifles and pistols in
Winslow, AZ. Key parts for some of the rifles are imported; others, and apparently the pistols,
are made in the US. The rifles sell for about $450 to $600. JKF also sells MAC type assault
pistols, made in Georgia, for about $340. The photos show a display of AK rifles (1); customers examining AK pistols, with rifles in the foreground (2) (Note the 37mm launcher for smoke
and gas canisters and flares on the rifle at the left.); AK pistols (3); MAC pistols (4); a different
type of AK pistol, selling for about $900, which JKF describes as “the shortest production AK
on the market” (5); other examples of these weapons (6-12). The photographs were taken in
Phoenix, AZ (1-3,5,7,9-12) and Las Vegas, NV (4,6,8).
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One-Eyed Jack
One-Eyed Jack, a Class 3 licensed retailer selling at shows in Arizona and Nevada, specializes
in .50 BMG rifles, assault weapons, and machine guns. He typically has 15 to 20 rifles and a
few handguns on display. At the time of the photos, prices for the .50-caliber rifles range from
$3,675 for a single-action model to $8,600 for a semiautomatic version. The photos show Jack
with .50-caliber rifles (1,4) (Note the linked ammunition in Photo 4.); two firearms, presumably
selective fire weapons or submachine guns, that are subject to the terms of the National
Firearms Act (2); a conventional handgun and two rifles (3). (Note the “Private Sale” on the
handgun.) The photographs were taken in Phoenix, AZ (1,3,4) and Las Vegas, NV (2).
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Automatic Weapons and Nazi-Related Materials
This licensed retailer sells fully automatic firearms, including two MAC 10, 9mm submachine
guns with silencers advertised as a "FULL AUTO QUIET PARTY PACK" (1). Nazi-related
material is also for sale (2,3); given its humorousness, its significance is ambiguous. The
person in charge (5) has a swastika on his Santa hat to go with the happy-face Hitler on his
T-shirt. The photographs were taken in Milwaukee, WI.
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